
Notes on Painting and Transfers 
Many a beautifully built model has been ruined by a bad day in the paint shop. 
The secret to a good finish is in preparation and planning ahead. Depending on 
your choice of livery, It may be better to paint some or all of the model before 
assembly. The kit has been moulded In black plastic so there Is no need to paint 
the underframe, though areas that will be pale grey or yellow need priming with 
matt white first. Etched components are best painted on the sprue before 
assembly. Paint Colour references are P•Phoenix, R=Rallmatch. 

Date Livery Lettering Notes 

1949+ Black Lettering straw. Handbrake 
wheels ano steps white. 

1950's "Unfitted'" 

Pale Grey Lettering white on black patches. 

P126, R322 Handbrake wheels and steps 
white. 

Mid Engineers· Olive Lettering ¥ihlte, sometimes still on 

1960's P142, R234 black patches. Hen<lbrake wheels 
and steps white. 

Late Engineers' Yellow Lettering mainly black, but some 

1970'5 Pl48, R202 data panels black with white 
lettering. Handbrake wheels and 
steps white. 

Mid CE "'Dutch'" yellow/grey Lettering ¥ihlte, sometimes still on 
1980'• P148/P182, R202/R226 black patches. Hane brake wheels 

and steps white. 

Decks are either steel (gunmetal with patches of weathering powder or dry brushing to 
represent rust) or wood (scribe planks and paint brown/grey) 
Bol•ters are wooden 
Stanchion•, where fitted, are best represented by gunmetal with rust patches 
Bogie, are black. On some wagons the central spring Is picked out In white 

Note: Dates given are for the introductJon of the tivery and are approximate. The 11st Is 

not exhaustive. Engineers' wagons are seldom re�inted and manv retain older liveries. 

Transfers 

The positioning of lettering varies considerably, the following is Just a guide. 
It is recommended that you work from photographs if possible 

Wagon ID Number 
TOPS panel added 

from 1970's. 

"SALMON'" lettering 
{"SALMON AB"" for 
alrbraked versions) 

OR.AWING NOf ro SCAU 

Note: Some modern wagons have OHLE flashes at each end of the solebar; these 
will need to be sourced separatelv If required. 

NGK Period: 

27a 1900 

(era8,9} 
-----· 

lllSO 2000 

Kit features Injection-moulded parts, one-piece plastic 
bogles and phot�tched details 

www.ngaugesociety.com 

To complete this kit you will need: 

Plastic Cement. Cyanoacrylate Glue, Paint & Varnish 



The Prototype 

Based on an earlier LMS design, the first BR Salmon track carrying 
wagons emerged from Derby works in 1949 and over the next 11 years 
hundreds were built to a variety of very similar drawings. 

The wagons are 62' long and as well as carrying loads of sleepers or 
lengths of rail, are designed to carry track panels in completed 60' 
lengths. There are detailed rules governing the loading of Salmons. 
For track panels, when wooden sleepers are used up to six can be 
loaded per wagon, while for concrete sleepers the maximum is five. 
Rail should be loaded on bolstered wagons and up to 27 lengths can be 
carried, loaded in pyramid fashion (ie 10, 9, 8) 

Although originally unfitted (YMO) or fitted with a through vacuum pipe 
(YMP) in recent years the wagons have been fitted with air brakes 
(YMA/YMB). Some have also been fitted with cranes and, in some 
instances to protect from OHLE, roofs (YFA.) 

The cover photograph shows wagon DB996553 at Peterborough 
in October 2004. This wagon was built in 1958 at Teeside SBE. 

Photo Ben Ando 

Assembling the bogies 
This wagon is supplied with 
one-piece bogies and NEM 
couplers. To fit the pocket, 
remove part of the moulding 
shown in red and snap in 
place. A drop of liquid poly 
will secure. When d ry  push
fit coupler. 

-------

1 2 

Now fit the wheels and test run. If they bind try squeezing the bogie 
sides and turning the wheels; if the wheelsets feel a little loose then 
remove, squeeze the frames gently, and replace. 

The bogies can be secured with the moulded pins provided. It may be 
necessary to open up the fixing hole in the pivot slightly. 

Getting Started 
First, read the instructions thoroughly all the way through and be sure 
you are confident that you have identified all the parts. The kit has 
been designed to cover a number of types; decide before you start 
which variant you wish to build. 

BR Salmon wagons were built with several detail differences; the kit 
is designed to reflect this. Use photographs to ensure accuracy. 

Bolsters and Stanchions - Some wagons have bolsters, some do 
not. Bolsters and brass lill pins are included to offer both options. 

Brakes - During their long lives the wagons have gone from having 
no pipes to being fitted with air-brakes. The kit allows for this. 

Bogies - The kit is provided with B' plateback bogies, but some 
Salmons ran on 5'6 versions. The NGS has these - if you want to 
swap just send us the provided bogies with a note and an SSAE. 

Cranes - Some wagons have rail-li�ing cranes. These are available 
separately from the NGS. 

Etched parts 
Etched components should be removed from the fret carefully with 
scissors or a sharp knife. Try to avoid distorting. There are spares 
provided for the very small parts in case of loss. Etched parts should 
be fitted to plastic with liquid poly or cyano. 

General Notes on Construction 
Naturally the N Gauge society wants you to achieve the best results you 
can. These simple guidelines should help: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Read the instructions through fully before you begin 
Clean off any flash/moulding pips 
Some or all of the wagon may be best painted before assembly 
Check fit before gluing 
Use a liquid cement for plastic parts, and cyano for etches 
Photographs will help you decide on some optional details 

But above all .... TAKE YOUR TIME!! 
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